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In magnetic tunnel junctions

In magnetic metallic multilayers
J. C. Sloncewski, JMMM 159, L1-L7 (1996) 
L. Berger, PRB 54, 9353 (1996)

Applications: Magnetic Random 
Access Memory, STT-MRAM

Nature Nanotechnology, March 2015 
Spin-transfer-torque memory 

10/22/2018 Tunnel magnetoresistance - Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tunnel_magnetoresistance 2/7

Since the year 2000, tunnel barriers of crystalline magnesium oxide (MgO) have been under development. In 2001 Butler
and Mathon independently made the theoretical prediction that using iron as the ferromagnet and MgO as the insulator,
the tunnel magnetoresistance can reach several thousand percent.[4][5] The same year, Bowen et al. were the first to report
experiments showing a significant TMR in a MgO based magnetic tunnel junction [Fe/MgO/FeCo(001)].[6] In 2004,
Parkin and Yuasa were able to make Fe/MgO/Fe junctions that reach over 200% TMR at room temperature.[7][8] In 2008,
effects of up to 604% at room temperature and more than 1100% at 4.2 K were observed in junctions of
CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB by S. Ikeda, H. Ohno group of Tohoku University in Japan.[9]

The read-heads of modern hard disk drives work on the basis of magnetic tunnel junctions. TMR, or more specifically the
magnetic tunnel junction, is also the basis of MRAM, a new type of non-volatile memory. The 1st generation technologies
relied on creating cross-point magnetic fields on each bit to write the data on it, although this approach has a scaling limit
at around 90–130 nm.[10] There are two 2nd generation techniques currently being developed: Thermal Assisted Switching
(TAS)[10] and Spin Torque Transfer (STT). Magnetic tunnel junctions are also used for sensing applications. For example, a
TMR-Sensor can measure angles in modern high precision wind vanes, used in the wind power industry.

The relative resistance change—or effect amplitude—is defined as

where  is the electrical resistance in the anti-parallel state, whereas  is
the resistance in the parallel state.

The TMR effect was explained by Jullière with the spin polarizations of the
ferromagnetic electrodes. The spin polarization P is calculated from the spin dependent density of states (DOS)  at the
Fermi energy:

The spin-up electrons are those with spin orientation parallel to the external magnetic field, whereas the spin-down
electrons have anti-parallel alignment with the external field. The relative resistance change is now given by the spin
polarizations of the two ferromagnets, P1 and P2:

If no voltage is applied to the junction, electrons tunnel in both directions with equal rates. With a bias voltage U, electrons
tunnel preferentially to the positive electrode. With the assumption that spin is conserved during tunneling, the current
can be described in a two-current model. The total current is split in two partial currents, one for the spin-up electrons and
another for the spin-down electrons. These vary depending on the magnetic state of the junctions.

There are two possibilities to obtain a defined anti-parallel state. First, one can use ferromagnets with different coercivities
(by using different materials or different film thicknesses). And second, one of the ferromagnets can be coupled with an
antiferromagnet (exchange bias). In this case the magnetization of the uncoupled electrode remains "free".

Applications

Physical explanation

Two-current model for parallel and
anti-parallel alignment of the
magnetizations

h

Applications: New types of MRAM
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Charge Current to Spin Current Conversion

Spin-orbit torques 

Heavy metals/Ferromagnet bilayers
M. Miron et al., Nature Materials 2010 
L. Liu et al., Science 2012

Spin-polarization direction set by layer geometry 
and current flow direction

Review article: J. Sinova et al., Spin Hall Effects, RMP 87, 1213 (2015)

Ferromagnetic layers to 
polarize the current

Spin torque foundational theory papers:

J. C. Slonczewski, Phys. Rev. B. 39, 6996 (1989) 
J. C. Slonczewski, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 159, L1 (1996) 
L. Berger, Phys. Rev. B 54, 9353 (1996)

Spin-polarization direction set by 
reference layer magnetization 
direction
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Ferromagnetic layers to 
polarize the current

Spin-orbit torques 

Heavy metals/Ferromagnet bilayers
M. Miron et al., Nature Materials 2010 
L. Liu et al., Science 2012

Spin torque foundational theory papers:

J. C. Slonczewski, Phys. Rev. B. 39, 6996 (1989) 
J. C. Slonczewski, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 159, L1 (1996) 
L. Berger, Phys. Rev. B 54, 9353 (1996)
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LETTERS
PUBLISHED ONLINE: 11 JULY 2010 | DOI: 10.1038/NMAT2804

A perpendicular-anisotropy CoFeB–MgO
magnetic tunnel junction
S. Ikeda1,2*, K. Miura1,2,3, H. Yamamoto1,2,3, K. Mizunuma2, H. D. Gan1, M. Endo2, S. Kanai2,
J. Hayakawa3, F. Matsukura1,2 and H. Ohno1,2*
Magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) with ferromagnetic
electrodes possessing a perpendicular magnetic easy axis
are of great interest as they have a potential for realizing
next-generation high-density non-volatile memory and logic
chips with high thermal stability and low critical current for
current-induced magnetization switching1–3. To attain perpen-
dicular anisotropy, a number of material systems have been
explored as electrodes, which include rare-earth/transition-
metal alloys4,5, L10-ordered (Co, Fe)–Pt alloys3,6,7 and Co/(Pd,
Pt) multilayers1,8–10. However, none of them so far satisfy
high thermal stability at reduced dimension, low-current
current-induced magnetization switching and high tunnel
magnetoresistance ratio all at the same time. Here, we
use interfacial perpendicular anisotropy between the ferro-
magnetic electrodes and the tunnel barrier of the MTJ by
employing the material combination of CoFeB–MgO, a system
widely adopted to produce a giant tunnel magnetoresistance
ratio in MTJs with in-plane anisotropy11–13. This approach
requires no material other than those used in conventional
in-plane-anisotropy MTJs. The perpendicular MTJs consisting
of Ta/CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB/Ta show a high tunnel magnetore-
sistance ratio, over 120%, high thermal stability at dimension
as lowas40nmdiameter and a low switching current of 49µA.

The three conditions that high-performance perpendicular
MTJs need to satisfy impose a stringent set of requirements on the
materials to be used in the MTJ structure. First of all, the thermal
stability factor E/kBT of the free (recording) layer needs to be more
than 40 (ref. 14) for non-volatility, where E = MSHKV /2 is the
energy barrier that separates the twomagnetization directions; here,
MS is the saturation magnetization, HK the anisotropy field, kB the
Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. Because the volume V
of the free layer reduces as the junction dimension is reduced, the
anisotropy energy density K = MSHK/2 needs to be high enough
to ensure high thermal stability. A number of perpendicular-
anisotropy materials such as FePt satisfy this first condition15.
However, the intrinsic threshold current IC0 for current-induced
magnetization switching (CIMS) is proportional to E ,

IC0 = ↵
� e

µBg
MSHKV = 2↵

� e

µBg
E (1)

where ↵ is the magnetic damping constant, � the gyromagnetic
ratio, e the elementary charge, µB the Bohr magneton and g a
function of the spin polarization of the tunnel current and the angle
between the magnetizations of the free and the reference layers16,17.
Note that for in-plane-anisotropy MTJs E in equation (1) is

1Center for Spintronics Integrated Systems, Tohoku University, 2-1-1 Katahira, Aoba-ku, Sendai 980-8577, Japan, 2Laboratory for Nanoelectronics and
Spintronics, Research Institute of Electrical Communication, Tohoku University, 2-1-1 Katahira, Aoba-ku, Sendai 980-8577, Japan, 3Hitachi Ltd, Advanced
Research Laboratory, 1-280 Higashi-koigakubo, Kokubunji-shi, Tokyo 185-8601, Japan. *e-mail: sikeda@riec.tohoku.ac.jp; ohno@riec.tohoku.ac.jp.

replaced by the demagnetization energy Edemag, resulting in large E ,
which is the reasonwhy perpendicular anisotropy is required for the
reduction of switching current. This equation shows that low ↵ is
needed for low switching current for a givenE . However, commonly
known perpendicular-anisotropy materials and structures use
noble metals with high spin–orbit interaction18, which increases ↵
(refs 3,19–21). For example, the typical ↵ is larger than 0.1 for Co/Pt
(ref. 19). In addition, there is no established material system that
provides high tunnelmagnetoresistance (TMR) ratio apart from the
well-known body-centred cubic (bcc) (001) CoFe(B)–MgO system.
The crystal structures of perpendicular-anisotropy materials are
usually different frombcc, and on annealing the initially amorphous
CoFeB tends to crystallize in structures other than the wanted bcc
because they are deposited in direct contact with the perpendicular-
anisotropy materials10. In the following, we show that all three
conditions for high-performance perpendicular MTJs can be met
with the CoFeB–MgO standard material system that is widely used
for in-plane-anisotropy MTJs.

All the stack structures in this study are prepared on ther-
mally oxidized Si(001) substrate by RF sputtering at room
temperature13. The MTJ structures consist of, from the substrate
side, Ta (5)/Ru (10)/Ta (5)/Co20Fe60B20 (tCoFeB: 1.0–1.3)/MgO
(tMgO: 0.85 or 0.9) /Co20Fe60B20 (1.0–1.7)/Ta (5)/Ru (5) (num-
bers are nominal thicknesses in nanometres) (Fig. 1a), which are
processed into circular devices with a 40 or 150 nm diameter
by electron-beam lithography and Ar-ion milling (Fig. 1b). For
magnetization M and ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) measure-
ments, two kinds of stack structure with a single CoFeB layer
are prepared: CoFeB (1.0–20)/MgO (1.0), which corresponds to
the bottom CoFeB layer in the MTJ, and the reversed structure,
MgO (1.0)/CoFeB (0.5–3.0)/Ta (5), which corresponds to the top
CoFeB layer in the MTJ. The former is deposited on a Ta/Ru/Ta
buffer layer and the latter on a Ta buffer layer. The completed
MTJs/stacked structures are annealed at a temperature Ta ranging
from 250 to 400 �C in a vacuum under a perpendicular magnetic
field of 400mT for an hour.

Figure 2 shows the in-plane and out-of-plane magnetization
versus external magnetic field (M–H ) curves for annealed
CoFeB/MgO samples (Ta = 300 �C) with tCoFeB = 2.0 nm (Fig. 2a)
and tCoFeB = 1.3 nm (Fig. 2b). The sample with tCoFeB = 2.0 nm
has an in-plane easy axis with out-of-plane saturation field much
smaller than the saturation magnetization MS, consistent with
earlier studies22–24 indicating the presence of a perpendicular-
anisotropy component. The sample with tCoFeB = 1.3 nm shows
a clear perpendicular easy axis with in-plane saturation field
µ0HK = 340mT and out-of-plane coercivity µ0HC = 1.5mT

NATUREMATERIALS | VOL 9 | SEPTEMBER 2010 | www.nature.com/naturematerials 721
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Figure 1 |MTJ structure. a, Schematic of an MTJ device for TMR and CIMS
measurements. b, Top view of an MTJ pillar taken by scanning electron
microscope.

(µ0: permeability in free space). The saturation magnetization
is 1.58 T. The perpendicular-anisotropy energy density K at
this CoFeB thickness, which determines the thermal stability,
is 2.1 ⇥ 105 Jm�3, a value comparable to that of the Co–Pd
perpendicular multilayers25 and high enough to secure good
thermal stability at reduced dimensions (40 nm diameter). To
separate the bulk and interfacial contribution of the anisotropy, the
tCoFeB dependence of K = Kb �MS

2/2µ0 +Ki/tCoFeB is measured,
as shown in the inset of Fig. 2b. Here, Kb is the bulk crystalline
anisotropy and Ki the interfacial anisotropy. From the intercept,
Ki is determined to be 1.3mJm�2. The bulk contribution is
consistent with the demagnetization (�MS

2/2µ0), indicating that
Kb is negligible, that is, that the perpendicular anisotropy in this
system is entirely due to theCoFeB–MgO interfacial anisotropy26.

From FMR measurements, the information of HK and ↵ can be
obtained.Wehavemeasured FMR spectra at amicrowave frequency
of 9.0 GHz for annealed CoFeB/MgO samples at Ta = 300 �C as
a function of the angle ✓ between H and the normal axis to
the sample surface as shown in Fig. 3a. The ✓ dependencies of
resonant field HR and linewidth (full-width at half-maximum,
FWHM) are summarized in Fig. 3a,b, fromwhichwe can determine
HK and ↵ (ref. 19). Figure 3d,e shows the tCoFeB dependence of
the obtained HK and ↵. The HK increases as thickness reduces
and changes its sign reflecting the change of magnetic-easy-axis
direction around tCoFeB =1.5 nm. The tCoFeB dependence ofK ·tCoFeB
is plotted together with that obtained from M–H curves in the
inset of Fig. 2, showing good correspondence between the two
measurements. Although the magnitude of ↵ steeply increases as
thickness decreases below 2 nm, it is still smaller than those for
materials including noble metals18. Full understanding of the origin
of the increase is important to further reduce IC0.

The interfacial perpendicular anisotropy between oxide and
ferromagnetic metal (Fe/MgO) has been predicted by first-
principles calculation and attributed to hybridization of Fe 3d
and O 2p orbitals27. Although earlier experimental studies also
indicated the presence of perpendicular anisotropy at the interface
in Pt/Co/MOx (M = Al, Mg, Ta and Ru) trilayer structures28,29 and
in MgO/CoFeB/Pt (ref. 30), these structures always contained Pt in
direct contact with ferromagnetic transition metals to stabilize the
perpendicular anisotropy, which made the origin of the anisotropy
ambiguous. As demonstrated in the following, the interfacial
anisotropy betweenMgO andCoFeB is large enough to realize high-
performance perpendicular CoFeB–MgO MTJs and no addition of
noble metal is necessary.
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Figure 2 | In-plane and out-of-plane magnetization curves for
CoFeB/MgO. a, tCoFeB = 2.0 nm. b, tCoFeB = 1.3 nm. Inset: tCoFeB dependence
of the product of K and tCoFeB, where the intercept to the vertical axis and
the slope of the linear extrapolation of the data correspond to Ki and
Kb �MS

2/2 µ0. Circles and squares are obtained from magnetization and
FMR measurements, respectively.

Now we turn to the TMR properties of perpendicular MTJs.
Figure 4a,b shows junction resistance R as a function of H (R–H
curves) of a 150-nm-diameter MTJ annealed at Ta = 300 �C, with
two different magnetic-field directions. The top and bottom CoFeB
electrodes of the MTJ have nominally identical tCoFeB of 1.3 nm,
and tMgO is 0.9 nm. Reflecting the perpendicular anisotropy, the
R–H curve shows a clear hysteresis with distinct high- (antiparallel
M configuration: AP) and low-R (parallel M : P) states (TMR
ratio of 100%) when the magnetic field is applied out of plane,
whereas the in-plane R–H curve shows virtually constant R.
The coercivity HC is much larger than those shown in Fig. 1b
taken on a millimetre-size sample, most probably owing to the
suppression of domain-structure formation. The obtained HC,
however, is smaller than 2K/MS, suggesting that there remains a
contribution of domain nucleation to H -induced magnetization
reversal in these MTJ structures. The HC difference between the
nominally identical electrodes may be due to different degrees of
intermixing at the two Ta–CoFeB interfaces during sputtering31
and/or different areas of the two electrodes because of a taper of
MTJ pillar introduced during ion milling; the tCoFeB dependence
of MS indicates an approximately 0.5-nm-thick magnetically dead
layer in the CoFeB/Ta interface (corresponding to the top layer
in the MTJ) and no signature of a dead layer for Ta/CoFeB/MgO
(corresponding to the bottom layer) (not shown). Perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy with a clear R–H hysteresis is obtained at Ta
greater than 250 �C, and the TMR ratio increases monotonically
with increasing Ta and reaches 121% after annealing at Ta =350 �C,
as shown in Fig. 4c. It should be noted that 350 �C annealing
is required for integration with complementary metal–oxide–
semiconductor transistors. Further increase of Ta leads a decrease
of the TMR ratio.

Next, to show the potential of this material system at reduced di-
mensions, circular 40-nm-diameter MTJs are fabricated. Figure 5a
shows an R–H curve of such an MTJ. The MTJ has tCoFeB = 1.0
and 1.7 nm for bottom and top CoFeB layers, respectively, and
tMgO = 0.85 nm. The MTJ is annealed at 300 �C. The TMR ratio
is 124% with resistance–area product RA= 18� µm2. The minor
loop of the top free layer (the free layer is identified from the
CIMS measurement; see below) is shifted by 37mT with respect

722 NATUREMATERIALS | VOL 9 | SEPTEMBER 2010 | www.nature.com/naturematerials

Also, D.C. Worledge et al., Applied Physics Letter 98, 022501 (2011)

700 NATURE MATERIALS | VOL 9 | SEPTEMBER 2010 | www.nature.com/naturematerials
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magnetization states at room temperature in 
thin-!lm elements of less than only 10 nm 
in diameter. Moreover, these magnetization 
states are expected to be readily altered using 
spin-transfer torque2,3, a new mechanism for 
magnetization switching that makes possible 
spin transfer torque MRAM (STT-MRAM). 
"is has led to intense worldwide e#orts to 
realize STT-MRAM with perpendicularly 
magnetized layers. "e focus of the e#orts 
has been on complex multilayers of 
magnetic transition elements such as Co 
and Ni, or Co and Fe with heavier non-
magnetic elements like Pt and Pd. "ese 
materials are known to have perpendicular 
magnetic anisotropy (PMA), and are already 
employed in hard disks as perpendicular 
magnetized recording media. However, 
they are far from ideal for STT-MRAM, 
because they tend to form poor MTJs. 
Known materials with PMA have a crystal 
structure that does not match well with the 
body-centred cubic (bcc) lattice formed 
by MgO. Furthermore, they o$en have 
poor spin-transport characteristics: the 
heavy elements in the material lead to 
strong spin–orbit scattering that causes 
spin-%ips, and also large damping of the 
magnetization. Instead, CoFeB crystallises 
in a bcc lattice that is well-matched to that 
of the MgO and can exhibit very large 
magnetoresistance (>500%)4.

"e surprising discovery that CoFeB 
also shows large PMA opens a new path 
to the realization of high-performance, 
perpendicularly magnetized STT-MRAM. 
In addition, Ohno and co-workers 
demonstrate that PMA is associated with 
the CoFeB/MgO interface by studying 
the magnetic properties of CoFeB–MgO 
bilayers as a function of CoFeB thickness. 
For thick CoFeB layers, the easy axis of 
the magnetization is in plane, whereas for 
thin layers the CoFeB magnetization is out 

of plane. A steady increase in the PMA 
is seen with decreasing CoFeB thickness, 
clearly indicating that PMA is an interface 
e#ect. Another important result is that the 
anisotropy of the interface is shown to be 
su&cient to overcome the strong tendency 
of CoFeB layers to be magnetized in plane as 
a result of magnetic shape anisotropy (that 
results from magnetic dipole interactions) 
for layer thicknesses of about 1 nm 
(~3 monolayers of CoFeB).

"e work goes further to demonstrate the 
incorporation of this interface anisotropy 
in a device. A perpendicularly magnetized 
CoFeB-MTJ device is shown to have a large 
magnetoresistance (>100%). When these 
stacks of layers are patterned into 40-nm-
diameter circular devices, spin current 
switching is observed for relatively low 
currents, ~50 'A. "e PMA leads to an 
energy barrier to switching (denoted as U 
in Fig. 1b), su&cient to permit long-term 
data storage. In combination, these are very 
impressive results. Previous research had 
shown that it is possible to achieve larger 
magnetoresistance, comparable switching 
current densities, and thermal stability, but 
not all three at the same time.

"e work by Ohno and colleagues opens 
new possibilities for high-performance 
STT-MRAM, and also poses basic questions. 
First, it is not clear what the origin of the 
PMA is. Although Fe/MgO interfaces were 
predicted to have a large PMA based on 
their electronic structure5, the CoFeB/MgO 
interface has not been studied theoretically, 
and its structure and composition has not 
yet been characterized. To form the MTJ, 
the layers are annealed and the elements 
in the layers can di#use. Indeed, boron is 
known to di#use in the CoFeB layer6. And 
it is possible that the CoFeB/MgO interface 
becomes Fe-rich, enhancing the PMA. It 
is therefore clear that studies on the nature 

of the interface are needed to correlate 
structure and properties in these materials.

Another question is related to the fact 
that CoFeB !lms show low damping. 
However, in the devices fabricated 
by Ohno and colleagues, which have 
very thin CoFeB layers, the damping is 
strongly enhanced, and the origin of this 
enhancement is not well understood. In 
acquiring a PMA, the damping apparently 
becomes comparable to other thin-!lm 
materials with PMA7, which typically 
have large distributions in their magnetic 
properties that may lead to variations in 
device characteristics. Do such distributions 
exist in CoFeB–MgO bilayers? To answer 
this question, further studies of !lms and 
device arrays are necessary. In addition, 
the switching speed and energy are critical 
metrics for applications. In perpendicular 
spin-valve junctions, magnetization-
switching with pulses as short as 0.3 ns 
has been demonstrated, with energies 
of 0.1 pJ in thermally stable elements8. 
However, the ultimate switching speed of 
CoFeB–MgO requires further study and 
optimization. Devices with non-collinear 
magnetizations can switch even faster9, 
without nanosecond incubation delays10 
seen in collinearly magnetized structures. 
Nonetheless, there is great potential for 
perpendicularly magnetized CoFeB–MgO 
devices. It should be straightforward to 
increase their anisotropy further to permit 
stable magnetization states in even smaller 
magnetic elements, for example, by adding 
a Pt/CoFeB interface. If lower damping 
can be achieved, we may then consider 
mechanisms to increase the switching 
current to minimize magnetic disturbances 
when reading the device resistance, which 
would be, in perspective, a real switch for 
STT-MRAM development. Q
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A new spin on magnetic 
memories
Andrew D. Kent and Daniel C. Worledge

Solid-state memory devices with all-electrical read and write operations might lead to faster, cheaper 
information storage.

Spin-transfer-torque magnetic random 
access memory (STT-MRAM) devices 
store information in the orientation 

of the magnetization of nanometre-scale 
ferromagnetic elements. As such, they are 
like hard disk drives, which use magnetic 
states to store information. In contrast to 
hard disk drives, however, STT-MRAM is 
written and read electrically, and does not 
have moving parts. !is is a key di"erence 
that enables the integration of magnetic 
devices with semiconductor chips. Such 
devices might ful#l the speed requirements 
of a computer’s working memory while 
having the inherent advantages of using 
magnetic states — that no energy is needed 
to retain information.

STT-MRAM is the result of important 
advances in physics and materials science 
made over the past 20$years. !e #rst key 
#nding was the theoretical prediction of 
spin-transfer torque between conduction 
electrons and magnetization: spin-polarized 
electrical currents can transfer spin angular 
momentum to the magnetic moments of a 
ferromagnet, thus reorienting them1–3. In 
a ferromagnet, the majority and minority 
electron spin states are shi%ed in energy. 
!us, if the spin polarization of electrons 
incident on a ferromagnetic layer is not 
aligned with its magnetization (that is, 
the electron is not in a de#nite majority 
or minority spin-state), the electron spin 
precesses rapidly around a momentum-
dependent internal #eld of the ferromagnet. 
Electron spins dephase because of the 
distribution of electron momenta associated 
with current &ow4. As a result, the 
component of spin-polarization transverse 
to the magnetization decays, transferring 
spin angular momentum to the ferromagnet. 
In transition metal ferromagnets, this 
dephasing typically occurs at the interface 
of the ferromagnet, on a length scale of 
several atomic layers. However, the entire 
ferromagnetic layer responds to the torques 
because of the strong exchange coupling of 
moments throughout its thickness.

Spin-transfer torque provides a 
mechanism to write information. On 
the other hand, information can be read 
by measuring the device resistance. !e 
magnetoresistance refers to the percentage 
change in resistance between parallel and 
antiparallel magnetization alignment of the 
electrodes in a magnetic tunnel junction, 
which is made of a ferromagnetic metal/
insulator/ferromagnetic metal stack5. Until 
2004, the maximum magnetoresistance 
reported6–8 at room temperature was 70%. 
Magnetoresistance greater than 100% had, 
however, been predicted in crystalline 
Fe/MgO/Fe tunnel junctions9 and was then 
observed experimentally10,11. Subsequent 
rapid advances in the growth of thin-#lm 
materials have led to junctions with large 
magnetoresistance of several hundred per 
cent, through the use of transition metal 
electrodes (typically CoFeB).

Spin-polarized currents in magnetic 
tunnel junctions provide a source for 
spin-transfer torques. !e orientation 
of the magnetization of one electrode of 
the junction is #xed (by any of a variety 
of means) and serves as a reference layer 
that sets the spin-polarization direction. 
!e other electrode acts as a ‘free layer’ 
in which the information can be written. 
Figure$1 shows a 1-bit STT-MRAM cell 
with a patterned free layer and reference 
layer, both magnetized perpendicular to the 
plane of the junction. !e cell is accessed 
through a transistor using a word line; one 
transistor is required for each cell. Voltage 
biases on the bit lines operate the cell. !e 
read bias voltage that is used to measure 
the cell resistance and determine the bit 
state is low, around 100$mV. !e write bias 
voltage is higher and allows the magnetic 
moment of the free layer to be reversed by 
spin-transfer$torque.

Device attributes and applications
STT-MRAMs are potentially suitable for 
a variety of uses, including as replacement 
of battery-backed static random access 
memory (SRAM) and as a fast-write 
bu"er in a hard disk or solid-state drive. 
Table$1 lists the key features of existing 
and emerging memory technologies. 
STT-MRAM is the only non-volatile 
memory expected to have unlimited 
endurance. !is is because there is no 
inherent magnetic wear-out mechanism 
for switching magnetic moments back and 
forth. No atoms are moved during writing 
operations, as is the case in phase change 
memory (PCM) or resistive random access 
memory (RRAM); only the magnetization 
is rotated. !ere is, however, an electrical 
wear-out mechanism — the dielectric 
breakdown of the MgO tunnel barrier. To 
avoid this, the write voltage must be kept 
su'ciently low (roughly 400$mV across 
the tunnel barrier)12. STT-MRAM can be 
read and written in 10$ns, making it a much 
faster memory than Flash. !is combination 

Bit-line complement 

Word line 

Bit line 

Figure 1 | STT-MRAM bit cell. A magnetic tunnel 
junction is formed by a fixed reference layer 
(purple), a tunnel barrier (grey) and a free-layer 
element (red), with both layers magnetized 
perpendicular to the plane of the junction (black 
arrows). The bit is selected by a word line and 
transistor, and operated by applying biases to the 
bit lines.
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time decreases with temperature, in contrast to macrospin model pre-
dictions. The largest reduction in switching time occurs between room
temperature and 150K. Further, at low temperatures, there is a factor
two increase in the device magnetoresistance, providing a much larger
readout signal. Remarkably, the write energies (103 fJ, AP ! P and
286 fJ, P ! AP at 4K) are much lower than devices with a metallic
write channel and thus a lower impedance.8 The results on nanopillars
as small as 40 nm in diameter are presented, including write error rate
(WER) measurements showing highly reliable switching (WER
! 5" 10–5 with 4 ns pulses at 4K) and demonstrating the promise of
state-of-the-art pMTJ devices for cryogenic applications.

We studied pMTJ nanopillars with a perpendicularly magne-
tized CoFeB composite free layer (FL) consisting of two CoFeB layers
with a thin W insertion layer, CoFeB(1.5)/W(0.3)/CoFeB(0.8), where
the numbers are the layer thicknesses in nm. The W insertion layer
increases the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and therefore
enhances the thermal stability of the device.16,17 This FL is one of the
electrodes of a MgO tunnel junction. The other electrode is a
CoFeB(0.9) reference layer (RL), which is ferromagnetically coupled
to a first synthetic antiferromagnetic layer (SAF1) [see Fig. 1(a)]. The
synthetic antiferromagnetic layer (SAF) incorporates two antiferro-
magnetically coupled perpendicularly magnetized layers: (SAF1)
[Pt(0.4)/Co(0.6)]"2 and (SAF2) [Pt(0.4)/Co(0.6)]"7; the full stack is
SAF/RL(0.9)/MgO(1)/FL(2.6). Following the deposition, the wafer
was annealed at 400 #C for 25 min. The annealed wafer was then pat-
tered into circular-shaped nanopillars of diameters 40, 50, and 60nm
using a combination of electron beam lithography and Ar ion beam
milling.

The devices are first characterized by measuring their field and
current pulse resistance hysteresis loops. Figure 1(b) shows the free
layer hysteresis loop (i.e., a hysteresis loop in which the applied field is
always less than the coercive field of the SAF layers) of a 40 nm diame-
ter pMTJ device measured in an applied perpendicular field at 4K. We
observe sharp switching from the P to AP state and vice versa with a
field offset of 56 mT, reflecting the fringe field from the SAF acting on
the free layer.18 This sample exhibits a tunnel magnetoresistance
(TMR) ratio of 203% and an average coercive field of 283mT. Figure
1(c) shows voltage-induced switching of the same 40nm diameter
device in zero field with 100 ms duration voltage pulses. We observe a
bistable region around zero applied voltage and voltage-induced
switching with pulse amplitudes of 405 mV for AP! P switching and
$358 mV for P ! AP switching. Table I shows the TMR values
extracted from the pulsed voltage loops from 4 to 295K. We observe
almost a factor of two increase in the TMR at 4K compared to its value
at room temperature, which is consistent with earlier studies.5,19

High-speed spin-torque switching was studied by applying a less
than 5 ns duration current pulse and determining the junction state (P
or AP) before and after the pulse. We start the measurement sequence
by bringing the device to a known state, either P or AP, by applying a
10 ls reset pulse. We then read the device state by applying a small
amplitude read pulse (30 mV) and measuring the resulting junction
current to verify whether it is in the desired state. Subsequently, a short
write pulse with opposite polarity to the reset pulse is applied by a
pulse generator (Picosecond Pulse Labs 10,070A) and the end state is
read out. A data acquisition (DAQ) board (National Instruments
PCIe-6353) was used to apply the reset as well as the read pulse. We
also employ a bias tee (Picosecond Pulse Labs 5575A) to combine the
low-frequency measurements of the DAQ with the nanosecond pulses
[see Fig. 1(a)]. All measurements are performed in a cryogenic probe
station where the sample stage temperature can be varied from 3.2 to
150K. Room temperature measurements are performed in the same
setup with the cryostat cold head turned off.

We determine the switching probability by repeating the mea-
surement sequence about 100 times for each write pulse amplitude
and duration combination. We systematically vary the pulse amplitude
and duration to create the phase diagrams shown in Fig. 2. We focused
our measurements on the most information rich area of the phase dia-
gram, the vicinity of the 50% switching probability boundary, by
employing an adaptive measuring strategy.20 We performed pulse
measurements at 4, 75, 150, and 295K; the 4 and the 295K phase dia-
grams are shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2 displays the switching phase diagrams for AP! P (left
panels) and P ! AP transitions (right panels) for a 40 nm diameter

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of a pMTJ device with the pulse and readout measurement
circuit. Nanosecond duration write pulses are applied through the capacitive port of
a bias tee, while the DC port is used for device readout. (b) Resistance vs perpen-
dicular field free layer hysteresis loop of a 40 nm diameter device at 4 K. The TMR
ratio is 203%. (c) Voltage-induced switching with long duration (100 ms) pulses of
the same device at 4 K in zero applied field. The junction resistance for the data in
panels (b) and (c) is measured with a 30 mV DC bias, a bias much less than the
switching voltage.

TABLE I. TMR and fit parameters from the pulsed switching measurements for vari-
ous temperatures and the corresponding optimal write energies.

T
(K)

TMR
(%)

Vc (mV) s0 (ns) E (fJ)

AP!P P! AP AP! P P! AP AP! P P! AP

4 200 399 421 0.94 1.03 103 286
75 193 393 416 0.94 1.05 98 283
150 182 381 403 0.96 1.10 94 287
295 117 225 305 1.48 1.38 51 195
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!!=!!0eU/(kT), where U is the energy barrier 
between P and AP states, T is the device 
operating temperature, k is Boltzmann’s 
constant, and !0 is a characteristic attempt 
time, of the order of 1!ns. Retention times 
of 10!years (the industry standard) thus 
require bit stability factors "!=!U/(kT)!=!40. 
To minimize data loss in large memory 
arrays, however, larger bit stability factors 
("!>!60) are needed. U is proportional 
to the free layer’s magnetic anisotropy 
and its volume; thus, reducing the bit 
size requires a corresponding increase 
in its magnetic anisotropy. Asymmetric 
bit shapes — such as with an elliptically 
shaped, in-plane magnetized thin-"lm 
element — lead to anisotropy barriers 
associated with magnetic dipole interactions 
(shape anisotropy). But the maximum 
shape anisotropy is limited by a material’s 
magnetization density, and sets a minimum 
element width of about 40!nm. Scaling to 
smaller feature sizes requires using large 
perpendicular bulk magnetocrystalline 

and interface anisotropies, which are 
magnetic anisotropies associated with 
spin–orbit interactions. #in CoFeB "lms 
with interfaces to MgO are perpendicularly 
magnetized, and have a su$ciently large 
perpendicular, interface-induced magnetic 
anisotropy to lead to stable bits with 
dimensions smaller than 20!nm (refs 16,17).

#e more stable a bit, the larger the 
torques needed to reverse its magnetic 
moment. In a perpendicularly magnetized 
bit cell (in which the free layer has a 
uniaxial magnetic anisotropy pointing 
out of the plane) the current Ic0 required 
to destabilize a state (P or AP) is directly 
proportional to the energy barrier between 
the P and AP states. Within a simpli"ed 
macrospin model, Ic0!= 4e#U/($P), where 
#%is the Gilbert damping of the free layer, 
P!is the spin polarization of the current, e%is 
the electron’s charge and $ is the reduced 
Planck constant18. Values of P!%!1, #!=!0.01 
with "!=!60 give Ic0!%!15!&A, showing that 
low write currents are possible, within this 

model of the magnetic moment dynamics. 
Fast switching of the magnetization in 
less than 10!ns requires currents larger 
than Ic0, that is, a current overdrive 
i%=%I/Ic0. Figure!2c shows a schematic plot 
of the amplitude of the switching current 
versus its pulse duration. For short pulse 
durations t, 1/t!=!A(i!–!1) (dashed line 
in Fig.!2c, main "gure and in the inset): 
that is, the switching pulse duration is 
inversely proportional to the current 
overdrive, re'ecting conservation of angular 
momentum, where A is the STT dynamic 
parameter19,20. #is relation characterizes 
the limit for ballistic switching, in which 
STT is larger than torques associated with 
thermal 'uctuations; Ic0 and A can be 
determined from short pulse switching data, 
as shown in the inset of Fig.!2c. Instead, 
for i%<!1, the physics of device operation is 
based on thermally activated transitions 
assisted by STT; STT e(ectively lowers the 
energy barrier U between states. #e result 
is a logarithmic dependence of switching 

Figure 2 | STT-MRAM electrical characteristics. a, Resistance versus applied magnetic field, showing bistable resistance states near zero-field associated 
with parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP) magnetized bits. b, Resistance versus voltage, showing switching between AP and P states (positive bias) and vice versa 
(negative bias). c, Pulse switching amplitude versus pulse duration, on a logarithmic scale for fixed switching probability. The dashed line shows the inverse of 
the pulse duration proportional to pulse amplitude, characteristic of the ballistic switching limit at short times, while the dashed-dotted line is characteristic 
of the long-time behaviour, thermally activated transitions assisted by STT. The slope of the dashed-dotted line is inversely related to the energy barrier to 
magnetization reversal "!=!U/(kT) (ref. 20); measurements of these device characteristics can thus be used to estimate ". The inset shows the inverse pulse 
duration versus pulse amplitude in the short time limit. The slope of this curve is the STT dynamic parameter A, and the intercept with the x!axis occurs at Ic0, the 
threshold current for STT switching, permitting determination of key device parameters from short-time pulse switching data. 
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A new spin on magnetic 
memories
Andrew D. Kent and Daniel C. Worledge

Solid-state memory devices with all-electrical read and write operations might lead to faster, cheaper 
information storage.

Spin-transfer-torque magnetic random 
access memory (STT-MRAM) devices 
store information in the orientation 

of the magnetization of nanometre-scale 
ferromagnetic elements. As such, they are 
like hard disk drives, which use magnetic 
states to store information. In contrast to 
hard disk drives, however, STT-MRAM is 
written and read electrically, and does not 
have moving parts. !is is a key di"erence 
that enables the integration of magnetic 
devices with semiconductor chips. Such 
devices might ful#l the speed requirements 
of a computer’s working memory while 
having the inherent advantages of using 
magnetic states — that no energy is needed 
to retain information.

STT-MRAM is the result of important 
advances in physics and materials science 
made over the past 20$years. !e #rst key 
#nding was the theoretical prediction of 
spin-transfer torque between conduction 
electrons and magnetization: spin-polarized 
electrical currents can transfer spin angular 
momentum to the magnetic moments of a 
ferromagnet, thus reorienting them1–3. In 
a ferromagnet, the majority and minority 
electron spin states are shi%ed in energy. 
!us, if the spin polarization of electrons 
incident on a ferromagnetic layer is not 
aligned with its magnetization (that is, 
the electron is not in a de#nite majority 
or minority spin-state), the electron spin 
precesses rapidly around a momentum-
dependent internal #eld of the ferromagnet. 
Electron spins dephase because of the 
distribution of electron momenta associated 
with current &ow4. As a result, the 
component of spin-polarization transverse 
to the magnetization decays, transferring 
spin angular momentum to the ferromagnet. 
In transition metal ferromagnets, this 
dephasing typically occurs at the interface 
of the ferromagnet, on a length scale of 
several atomic layers. However, the entire 
ferromagnetic layer responds to the torques 
because of the strong exchange coupling of 
moments throughout its thickness.

Spin-transfer torque provides a 
mechanism to write information. On 
the other hand, information can be read 
by measuring the device resistance. !e 
magnetoresistance refers to the percentage 
change in resistance between parallel and 
antiparallel magnetization alignment of the 
electrodes in a magnetic tunnel junction, 
which is made of a ferromagnetic metal/
insulator/ferromagnetic metal stack5. Until 
2004, the maximum magnetoresistance 
reported6–8 at room temperature was 70%. 
Magnetoresistance greater than 100% had, 
however, been predicted in crystalline 
Fe/MgO/Fe tunnel junctions9 and was then 
observed experimentally10,11. Subsequent 
rapid advances in the growth of thin-#lm 
materials have led to junctions with large 
magnetoresistance of several hundred per 
cent, through the use of transition metal 
electrodes (typically CoFeB).

Spin-polarized currents in magnetic 
tunnel junctions provide a source for 
spin-transfer torques. !e orientation 
of the magnetization of one electrode of 
the junction is #xed (by any of a variety 
of means) and serves as a reference layer 
that sets the spin-polarization direction. 
!e other electrode acts as a ‘free layer’ 
in which the information can be written. 
Figure$1 shows a 1-bit STT-MRAM cell 
with a patterned free layer and reference 
layer, both magnetized perpendicular to the 
plane of the junction. !e cell is accessed 
through a transistor using a word line; one 
transistor is required for each cell. Voltage 
biases on the bit lines operate the cell. !e 
read bias voltage that is used to measure 
the cell resistance and determine the bit 
state is low, around 100$mV. !e write bias 
voltage is higher and allows the magnetic 
moment of the free layer to be reversed by 
spin-transfer$torque.

Device attributes and applications
STT-MRAMs are potentially suitable for 
a variety of uses, including as replacement 
of battery-backed static random access 
memory (SRAM) and as a fast-write 
bu"er in a hard disk or solid-state drive. 
Table$1 lists the key features of existing 
and emerging memory technologies. 
STT-MRAM is the only non-volatile 
memory expected to have unlimited 
endurance. !is is because there is no 
inherent magnetic wear-out mechanism 
for switching magnetic moments back and 
forth. No atoms are moved during writing 
operations, as is the case in phase change 
memory (PCM) or resistive random access 
memory (RRAM); only the magnetization 
is rotated. !ere is, however, an electrical 
wear-out mechanism — the dielectric 
breakdown of the MgO tunnel barrier. To 
avoid this, the write voltage must be kept 
su'ciently low (roughly 400$mV across 
the tunnel barrier)12. STT-MRAM can be 
read and written in 10$ns, making it a much 
faster memory than Flash. !is combination 
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Figure 1 | STT-MRAM bit cell. A magnetic tunnel 
junction is formed by a fixed reference layer 
(purple), a tunnel barrier (grey) and a free-layer 
element (red), with both layers magnetized 
perpendicular to the plane of the junction (black 
arrows). The bit is selected by a word line and 
transistor, and operated by applying biases to the 
bit lines.
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40 nm diameter nanopillar

⌧0Ic = I⌧ � Ic⌧
dissipation

Laura Rehm et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 115, 182404 (2019)
Laura Rehm et al., Phys. Rev. Appl. 15, 034088 (2021) 

Ic ≃ 100 μA
Ns

Nc
=

P

(1 + P2)ln(4 πΔ)
≃ 0.11

Δ = Eb/(kBT )

For pulse duration  the  
spin-charge conversion 
efficiency in a macrospin 
model:

τ0

P = mr /(2 + mr)

Ns

Nc
=

(mFL/μB)
(Icτ0/e)

≃ 0.23

eNc eN
critical number 
of transmitted 

charges Nc
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• Introduction: Spin torques and spin-orbit torques
•Charge-to-spin conversion efficiency in switching perpendicular magnetic 
tunnel junction nanopillars

•Planar Hall effect spin torques

Outline

Electrical Generation of Spin Currents

SPICE-SPIN+X Seminar
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• Separating read/write paths can
• Allow separate optimization of read/write 

channels
• Increase barrier longevity
• Eliminate reference layer switching 

instabilities

• Spin Hall and Rashba effects can 
be used to generate spin current.

L. Liu et al., "Spin-Torque Switching with the Giant Spin Hall 
Effect of Tantalum." Science 336, 6081 (2012)


I. M. Miron et al. "Current-driven spin torque induced by the 
Rashba effect in a ferromagnetic metal layer," Nature 
Materials 9, 230(2010)
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LETTERSNATURE NANOTECHNOLOGY

absorption of a longitudinal spin current ! "" !p m( )  by the FM can give 
rise to an antidamping torque. An example of such a mechanism 
is the magnonic torque initially discussed and demonstrated in the 
context of the spin Seebeck torque in FM/NM bilayers17,23. In this 
mechanism, electrons that carry a longitudinal spin current across 
the FM/NM interface undergo inelastic spin-flip scattering either in 
the FM or at the FM/NM interface and thereby generate magnons 
in the FM. Rapid magnon–magnon relaxation processes within the 
non-equilibrium cloud of magnons created by the longitudinal spin 
current transfer the injected angular momentum from high-energy 
magnons to the low-energy spin wave modes and thereby reduce 
the damping of these modes17. Recent spectroscopic measurements 
directly confirmed the generation of a non-equilibrium magnon 
cloud by the injection of spin currents into a FM as well as by a rapid 
relaxation of the injected angular momentum to the low-energy 
spin waves that exhibit a current-induced damping reduction24,25. 
Further theoretical work is needed for a quantitative understanding 
of the antidamping torque that arises from the planar Hall current.

The PHT model not only predicts the correct angular dependence 
of the observed antidamping SOT, but also explains the effect of the 
NM material on the SOT magnitude. For a given FM layer, the PHT 
magnitude is controlled by the degree of spin polarization of the back-
flow current from the NM layer into the FM layer. Our spin pumping 
measurements (Supplementary Note 7) show that Ta/Au, Ta/Pd and 
Ta/Pt are good spin sinks and thus generate weakly spin-polarized 
backflow currents, which leads to similar magnitudes of PHT in all 
three multilayers shown in Fig. 3b. The PHT model also explains 
the large differences in the antidamping SOT magnitude observed 
for multilayers with identical top and bottom FM/NM interfaces, for 
example, the Ta/Au/FM/Au/AlOx system exhibits a large antidamping 
SOT (Supplementary Note 6), whereas SOT in the Ta/Au/FM/Au/Ta  
multilayer is zero (Fig. 1g). As NM1 =  Au/Ta is a good spin sink, equally 
large spin currents Q z

PHE flow across the top and bottom Au/FM  
interfaces in the Ta/Au/FM/Au/Ta nanowire, which results in a zero 

net angular momentum transfer to the FM and zero PHT, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3e. In contrast, we found that Au/AlOx is a poor spin 
sink and thus Q z

PHE across the FM/Au top interface is nearly zero while 
the Q z

PHE across the Au/FM bottom interface is large, which results in 
significant angular momentum transfer to the FM and strong PHT 
in the Ta/Au/FM/Au/AlOx system. The angular dependences of the 
antidamping PHT ! " ! ! " !m x m z( )( ) and SHT ! " !m y( ) are shown in Fig. 3f, 
where the biaxial angular symmetry of PHT is apparent.

It is expected from equation (1) that the magnitude of PHT is pro-
portional to the magnitude of AMR in the FM layer. We found that 
the AMR ratio in our Ta/Au/FM/Ta multilayer increased by a factor 
of 1.8 on cooling the sample from 295 K to 77 K (Supplementary 
Note 8 and Supplementary Fig. 7). At the same time, the critical sheet 
current density Kc decreased by a factor of 1.8 (from ! 4.4 "  104 A m–1  
at 295 K to ! 2.5 "  104 A m–1 at 77 K, as measured by ST-FMR at 
9 GHz (Supplementary Fig. 7). As Kc is inversely proportional to the 
PHT magnitude, these data support the proportionality of PHT and 
AMR. Furthermore, the analysis in Supplementary Note 9 reveals 
that the measured absolute value of PHT is consistent with that 
expected from the measured absolute value of AMR.

Recently, SOTs that arise from planar and anomalous Hall effects 
were predicted in FM/NM/FM trilayers, where the planar and anom-
alous Hall currents generated in one FM apply spin transfer torques 
to magnetization of the other FM13. Experiments show that current-
driven coupling between two FM layers in a FM/NM/FM trilayer 
can be achieved via SOTs generated at the NM/FM interfaces26,27. 
Our work reveals that a strong antidamping SOT that originates 
from planar Hall current in the FM layer and acts on magnetization 
of the same FM layer can arise in a NM/FM/NM multilayer when 
the efficiency of the spin transfer at one of the NM/FM interfaces 
is large and the NM is a good spin sink. We expect this SOT to play 
a significant role in the spin torque switching of magnetization28 as 
well as in current-driven domain wall29 and skyrmion30 motion in 
magnetic multilayers.
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Fig. 3 | Angular symmetry and material dependence of SOTs. a,b, d# H/dKdc measured at room temperature for different NM1 layers characterizes the 
strength of the antidamping SHT in the xy plane (a) and that of the antidamping PHT in the xz plane (b). c–e, Schematics of the flow of pure spin current 
Q z

PHE driven across the NM/FM interface by spin-polarized planar Hall current density JPHE in the FM layer for Idc!> !0 (c) and Idc!< !0 (d) in the Ta/Au/FM/Ta 
device and for Idc!> !0 in the Ta/Au/FM/Au/Ta device (e). The red and blue arrows labelled ± Idc show the direction of the electric current Idc applied to the 
nanowire. The red arrows labelled M show the direction of magnetization. The black ball and arrows represent an electron of JPHE and its spin polarization. 
The grey arrows show the direction of JPHE. f, Schematic of the angular dependence of antidamping SOTs at a NM/FM interface, biaxial PHT and uniaxial 
SHT. Here red (blue) corresponds to negative (positive) damping when Idc!> !0. Error bars show the standard error of least squares fit (Methods).

NATURE NANOTECHNOLOGY | VOL 14 | JANUARY 2019 | 27–30 | www.nature.com/naturenanotechnology 29

Symmetry of antidamping spin torques:

From C. Safranski, E. A. Montoya & I. N. Krivorotov, Nature Nanotechnology 14, 27 (2019)

Blue=antidamping

Red=damping

•Spin-orbit coupling in non-magnetic materials (e.g. by Spin-Hall, Rashba and in TIs) leads to spin-polarization 
in the interface plane. (Exception are materials with low crystalline symmetries, e.g. TMDs.)


•These are ideal for switching in-plane magnetized element

• A goal of spintronics is to covert a charge current into a spin current with a controlled spin polarization that can 
exert torques on an adjacent magnetic layer and switch perpendicularly magnetized elements

Charge-to-spin conversion

Ic ≃
α
P

4e
ℏ

Eb(1 + D), D =
Meff

Hk
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• Spin	current	needs	to	be	injected	into	nearby	FM	

• Thus	only	the	z	component	of	current	is	important

Jsz = η
ℏ
2e

(m̂ ⋅ ̂x)(m̂ ⋅ ̂z)Jdc = η
ℏ
2e

cos θ sin θ

Non-magnetic layer NM

T. Taniguchi, J. Grollier & M. Stiles, PR Applied 3, 044001 (2015) 
K. D. Belashchenko et al., PR Materials 3, 011401 (2019) & PRB 101, 020407 (2020)

V. P. Amin, J. Zemen & M. D. Stiles. Interface-generated spin currents. PRL 121, 136805 (2018)

V. P. Amin, P. M. Haney & M. D. Stiles, "Interfacial spin-orbit torques," arXiv:2008.01182 

so these spin currents are not directly related to the spin currents carried by ferromagnets
in the direction of the electric field [94]. For example, these spin currents are zero when
the magnetization and current density are collinear, e.g. both parallel to the x̂ direction.
The spin current flow in the z-direction for the anomalous Hall e!ect (AHE) mechanism is
proportional to my, and, again, with a SP direction m̂. So the maximum AHE spin current
with a perpendicular spin component is when the magnetization is tilted in the y! z plane;
it is zero when m̂ = ẑ because in this case there is no y-component of magnetization.

The spin currents and spin torques associated with planar Hall e!ect (PHE) have a dif-
ferent symmetry. For example, they are zero when m̂ = ŷ and can be non-zero when the
magnetization is canted in the x ! z plane. These symmetries provide a means to classify
the response experimentally, as indicated in Fig. 2b. Recently, a torque with a symmetry
associated with the planar Hall e!ect has been identified in single Ni|Co multilayers [95]
and a torque consistent with the anomalous Hall e!ect was observed [96–98]. Spin injec-
tion/detection with anomalous Hall e!ect has also been reported [99]. Recent research from
the PIs of this proposal has identified a spin torque from Ni|Co multilayers with symmetry
associated with the planar Hall e!ect acting on a second (CoFeB) detector ferromagnet [34],
which we plan to explore further in the proposed project.

3.1.2 Spin polarization associated with magnetic/nonmagnetic interfaces: It is
now appreciated that the nature of the interfaces can change the picture significantly. (For
an up-to-date review see [100].) Most notably, the spin polarization of interface-generated
spin currents is not necessarily in the plane of the interface or bound by crystal symmetry
constraints [101]. Amin et al. has shown that at an interface between a ferromagnet and non-
magnet in the presence of strong spin-orbit interactions, the resulting spin current entering
the nonmagnet can have its polarization rotated from the plane of the interface [102–104].
The spin-current polarization can be written as [102–104]: j = jf ŝ+ jpm̂" ŝ+ jmŝ" (m̂" ŝ),
where j is the spin polarization direction and ŝ = ẑ" E. At nonmagnetic interfaces, jp and
jm vanish, as expected for spin-Hall and Rasha-Edelstein e!ects (i.e. the spin polarization is
in the plane of the interface perpendicular to the electric field). The new theoretical result
is that at FM/NM interfaces the net spin current can acquire a polarization at an angle set

Figure 3: (a) Spin-orbit filtering occurs when
the interfacial spin-orbit e!ective magnetic field
ŝ (indicated by the green arrow) leads to spin-
dependent scattering and thus electron transmis-
sion and reflection based on spin direction. (b)
Spin-orbit precession occurs when electrons pre-
cess about the spin-orbit field during reflection
and transmission. From Ref. [104].

by ŝ and the magnetization direction m̂. For
example, if the magnetization is parallel to x̂
(parallel to the current flow direction) the term
with the prefactor jp gives a component of
spin polarization in the ẑ direction, perpen-
dicular to the interface. In brief, the micro-
scopic mechanism is spin precession of spin-
polarized electrons in the interface spin-orbit
e!ective field ŝ with the ferromagnetic layer
providing the spin-polarized electrons, as illus-
trated schematically in Fig. 3b. Recent ex-
periments show a spin-torque with a symme-
try consistent with this mechanism acting on
a perpendicularly magnetized CoFeB film [105,
106].
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Js = η
ℏ
2e

(m̂ ⋅ Jdc) m̂
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SiO2/Ta(3)/Pt(3)/[Co(0.65)/Ni(0.98)]x2/Co(0.65)/Au(3)/CoFeB(1.5)/Ta(3)

• 400	nm	x		3	µm	bridges

•CoNi	has	large	AMR	and	is	grown	with	
perpendicular	anisotropy	

•CoFeB	has	small	AMR	and	is	grown	to	be	
weakly	in-plane	

•A	~0.1	Tesla	field	can	saturate	both	
layers



Using E-beam lithography and ion milling techniques,
we pattern 400 nm wide 3 !m long bridges into the film
and encapsulate it with 40 nm of SiN in situ. The resulting
structure is schematically represented in Fig. 1(b). In this
design, the leads are patterned from the same material as the
bridges. The width of the leads is chosen such that the
current density is too low to produce parasitic signals.
In order to detect spin current injection, we employ spin

torque ferromagnetic resonance (ST-FMR) techniques
[36,37] (see the Supplemental Material [29], Note 2). An
amplitude modulated microwave current is applied directly
to the device with a modulation frequency of 1117 Hz.
Rectified voltages produced from ferromagnetic resonance
are then measured using lock-in techniques. To produce
additional spin currents, a dc bias is supplied to the sample
through a bias tee. Any resulting damping-like torques will
then modify the FMR resonance linewidth [19,21,38].
Figure 1(c) shows a contour plot of the measured ST-

FMR signal as a function of microwave frequency and
applied field at " ! 205 degrees. We observe two distinct
resonances corresponding to the two ferromagnetic layers.
In order to determine which layer each branch is associated
with, we measure the resonance field as a function of
applied field angle " in the xz plane shown as a contour plot
in Fig. 1(d). A strong angular dependence is observed when
rotating from in plane to out of plane. Since the CFB was
chosen to be in-plane magnetized and CoNi to be out of
plane, the angular dependence allows the identification
of the peaks shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) (see the
Supplemental Material [29], Note 3).
We then determine the damping-like torques by a

measurement of the resonance linewidth as a function of
dc bias. ST-FMR measurements are performed at 14 GHz
to be in a field range where both FM are nearly collinear
with the applied magnetic field. In this configuration, the
spin current polarization from CoNi will be nearly collinear
with the CFB layer magnetization. The resulting effect on

the FMR resonance linewidth is maximal for this relative
orientation between the spin current polarization and
CFB magnetization direction. To the leading order, the
overall angular dependence for planar Hall driven torques
with CFB and CoNi moments in the xz plane will then
be determined by the spin current projection on the
CFB interface, resulting in a dependence proportional to
"m̂ · x̂#"m̂ · ẑ# ! cos " sin " [21].
Figure 2(a) shows three ST-FMR traces taken at different

dc bias at " ! 330 degrees. We observe that the linewidth
of both resonance peaks is modified by the application
of current, along with a heating induced shift in the
CoNi resonance field (see the Supplemental Material
[29], Note 4). Fitting these to the sum of Lorentzian and
anti-Lorentzian functions, we see a linear change in line-
width in Fig. 2(b) for both resonances. Further, we observe
that when the CFB layer’s linewidth narrows, the linewidth
of the CoNi layer increases. From the angular dependence
of the planar Hall current, if the magnetization is rotated
across the x axis to " ! 205 degrees, we would expect to
see a change in the sign of the linewidth vs bias slope.
Figure 2(c) shows that the slope does indeed change sign.
To determine the angular dependence of the torque, we

measure the slope of linewidth vs bias d!H=dIdc at
multiple angles in the xz plane. Angles where the peaks
overlap are excluded, since fitting overlapping curves
introduces additional error and effects such as dynamic
exchange coupling that can modify resonance linewidths
[39]. We verify that these effects do not play a role by
confirming that the zero bias resonance linewidth shows no
angular dependence above measurement noise (see the
Supplemental Material [29], Note 5). Figure 3 shows the
measured slope d!H=dIdc for both layers. The dotted fit
follows the expected cos " sin " angular dependence for
PHE driven torques. Other sources of spin current such as
spin Hall and Rashba effects are known to produce torques
as well. However, for the geometry used here, their spin

FIG. 1. (a) Vibrating sample magnetometry data for the film stack used showing saturation along the axes. (b) Sample geometry and
coordinate system. (c) ST-FMR voltage from self-rectification shown as a contour plot against frequency and field with " ! 205
degrees. " ! 0 degrees corresponds to sample normal. (d) ST-FMR voltage as a function of " and applied field, with a 14 GHz applied
microwave current.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 124, 197204 (2020)
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• Angular	dependence	of	resonance	field	
with	f=14	GHz	drive	can	identify	the	
layer’s	modes.		

• CoNi	has	out-of-plane	anisotropy	( ):		
	 	large	for	 	in-plane	

• CFB	has	in-plane	anisotropy	( ):	
		 	large	for	 	out-of-plane

Meff < 0
Hres H

Meff > 0
Hres H

θ

( ω
γ )

2

= μ2
0(H − Meff cos 2θ)(H − Meff cos2 θ)

H in-plane H out-of-plane

14 GHz

Meff = Ms − Hp
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f	=	14	GHz,	θ	=	330	degrees

• We	work	at	high	enough	frequency	so	that	the	
applied	fields	saturate	both	FM’s	
magnetizations	parallel	to	the	applied	field.	

• Application	of	DC	current	changes	the	
resonances	linewidths

ΔH = ΔH0 + 2α
ω
γ

+
ℏ
e

η
MstFM

Idc

wttot
cos θ sin θ
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f	=	14	GHz,	θ	=	330	degrees

• Observe	linear	modulation	of	
resonance	linewidth	for	both	layers.	

• The	slope	is	proportional	to	the	
charge	to	spin	conversion	efficiency	

dΔH
dIdc

=
ℏ
e

η
Ms tFM

cos θ sin θ
wttot
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θ	=	330	degrees

H

polarization direction is along ŷ and would result in the
d!H=dIdc angular symmetry of !m̂ · ŷ". This is incon-
sistent with our observation. Spin currents produced by
AHE have a polarization following m̂ as well, however the
flow direction follows m̂ ! x̂. When magnetization lies in
the xz plane as studied here, there is no flow of spin current
in the ẑ direction towards CFB [17].
The angular dependence of the observed torques is

consistent with the absorption of angular momentum in
the CFB layer from a spin current produced in the CoNi
layer. In Ref. [21], a similar torque was observed in a single
ferromagnet paired with a spin sink. When comparing the
torque on the CoNi layer in this work to Ref. [21], the sign
is consist with a larger spin current flow from CoNi in the
direction of the Au layer. While there is a Pt layer on the
other interface, its resistivity is high due to the thin nature
of the layer [40] and therefore its spin orbit generated spin

current is negligible in our study. When considering the
CFB layer, the symmetry of the torque matches what would
be expected if the layer was receiving a transfer of angular
momentum from the CoNi layer, in that its linewidth
decreases as the CoNi linewidth increases. While CFB is
known to have AMR, the CoNi system has a significantly
higher AMR [22] than CFB [28] (see the Supplemental
Material [29], Note 1). Further, the resistivity of CFB is
higher, resulting is less charge current passing through this
layer. As such, the CoNi layer is expected to be the main
source of planar Hall driven torques.
We next estimate the strength of the observed effect.

Here we aim to determine the relative efficiency described
by a dimensionless coefficient !FM, similar to a spin Hall
angle. We define !FM to represent the CoNi PHE con-
version efficiency from charge current to the respective
damping-like torque on the CoNi and CFB FM layers.
Here, interface transparency and the spin diffusion length in
the Au layer are not directly taken into account, but are
contained inside our effective efficiency parameter !.
Assuming a collinear geometry and to the leading order,
we would expect the spin current to alter the resonance
linewidth linearly [38,41] for each layer with a slope (see
Supplemental Material [29], Note 6):

d!H
dIdc

# !
e

!FM
MstFM

cos " sin "
wttot

!1"

where Ms is the saturation magnetization, tFM is the
particular layer FM thickness, ttot is the total stack
thickness, and w the bridge width. Taking Ms to be
800 emu=cm3 for both layers and using the amplitude of
d!H=dIdc vs " from the fits in Fig. 3, we calculate the
efficiency of the torque on the CFB layer !CFB to be 0.05
from the direct spin current injection by CoNi. A torque on
the CoNi layer is seen with !CoNi # 0.09, related to
asymmetric spin transport across interfaces as demonstrated

FIG. 3. Angular dependence of d!H=dIdc for the CFB (top)
and CoNi (bottom) layers with a fit to the expected angular
dependence (dotted line).

FIG. 2. (a) ST-FMR signal at " # 330 degrees for three different dc bias. Resonance linewidth for each layer as a function of dc bias at
(b) " # 330 degrees and (c) " # 205 degrees.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 124, 197204 (2020)
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θ	=	205	degrees

H

• Changing	the	z	component	of	the	field	changes	the	sign	of	the	spin-torques



polarization direction is along ŷ and would result in the
d!H=dIdc angular symmetry of !m̂ · ŷ". This is incon-
sistent with our observation. Spin currents produced by
AHE have a polarization following m̂ as well, however the
flow direction follows m̂ ! x̂. When magnetization lies in
the xz plane as studied here, there is no flow of spin current
in the ẑ direction towards CFB [17].
The angular dependence of the observed torques is

consistent with the absorption of angular momentum in
the CFB layer from a spin current produced in the CoNi
layer. In Ref. [21], a similar torque was observed in a single
ferromagnet paired with a spin sink. When comparing the
torque on the CoNi layer in this work to Ref. [21], the sign
is consist with a larger spin current flow from CoNi in the
direction of the Au layer. While there is a Pt layer on the
other interface, its resistivity is high due to the thin nature
of the layer [40] and therefore its spin orbit generated spin

current is negligible in our study. When considering the
CFB layer, the symmetry of the torque matches what would
be expected if the layer was receiving a transfer of angular
momentum from the CoNi layer, in that its linewidth
decreases as the CoNi linewidth increases. While CFB is
known to have AMR, the CoNi system has a significantly
higher AMR [22] than CFB [28] (see the Supplemental
Material [29], Note 1). Further, the resistivity of CFB is
higher, resulting is less charge current passing through this
layer. As such, the CoNi layer is expected to be the main
source of planar Hall driven torques.
We next estimate the strength of the observed effect.

Here we aim to determine the relative efficiency described
by a dimensionless coefficient !FM, similar to a spin Hall
angle. We define !FM to represent the CoNi PHE con-
version efficiency from charge current to the respective
damping-like torque on the CoNi and CFB FM layers.
Here, interface transparency and the spin diffusion length in
the Au layer are not directly taken into account, but are
contained inside our effective efficiency parameter !.
Assuming a collinear geometry and to the leading order,
we would expect the spin current to alter the resonance
linewidth linearly [38,41] for each layer with a slope (see
Supplemental Material [29], Note 6):

d!H
dIdc

# !
e

!FM
MstFM

cos " sin "
wttot

!1"

where Ms is the saturation magnetization, tFM is the
particular layer FM thickness, ttot is the total stack
thickness, and w the bridge width. Taking Ms to be
800 emu=cm3 for both layers and using the amplitude of
d!H=dIdc vs " from the fits in Fig. 3, we calculate the
efficiency of the torque on the CFB layer !CFB to be 0.05
from the direct spin current injection by CoNi. A torque on
the CoNi layer is seen with !CoNi # 0.09, related to
asymmetric spin transport across interfaces as demonstrated

FIG. 3. Angular dependence of d!H=dIdc for the CFB (top)
and CoNi (bottom) layers with a fit to the expected angular
dependence (dotted line).

FIG. 2. (a) ST-FMR signal at " # 330 degrees for three different dc bias. Resonance linewidth for each layer as a function of dc bias at
(b) " # 330 degrees and (c) " # 205 degrees.
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θ

•Slope	of	linewidth	vs	bias	follows	
expected	angular	dependence:	

•Overall	charge	to	spin	conversion	
efficiency:		

•CFB			 		
•CoNi	 		

•Similar	conversion	efficiency	as	spin	
Hall	effect	in	materials	like	Pt.

η = 0.05
η = 0.09

dΔH
dIdc

=
ℏ
e

η
MstFM

cos θ sin θ
wttot

C. Safranski, J. Z. Sun, J-W. Xu and ADK, PRL 124, 197204 (2020)
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different potentials and will be deflected in different
amounts. Therefore, part of the polarization ! of the
anomalous Hall current comes from the energy dependence
of the underlying spin Hall effect. Similarly, ", the spin
polarization of the anisotropic magnetoresistance, is deter-
mined by the change in the spin-dependent scattering and
as such gives no expectation to its value.
We are interested in the geometry, illustrated in Fig. 1(b),

in which two ferromagnetic films are separated from each
other by a thin nonmagnetic layer that allows the magne-
tizations of the two layers to be oriented independently of
each other. We assume that the interface normals lie in the z
direction and the electric field is applied in the x direction.
We ignore charge and spin currents that flow in the y
direction because they do not couple to anything. In
general, an electric field in the x direction would give rise
to charge-current flow in the z direction, but the thin-film
geometry treated here prevents that. Except for the applied
electric potential eExx, only the z components of !#̄ and
!$# are nonzero, i.e., !!#̄=e" # Exex $ !!z#̄=e"ez and
!!$#=e" # !!z$#=e"ez. The electric field adjusts itself so
that no electric current flows in the z direction.
In a particular ferromagnetic layer, we can solve Eqs. (6)

and (7) together with the diffusion equation [63],

!2

!z2 !#
! ! #"" # #! ! #"

l2
sf

; !8"

where lsf is the spin-flip diffusion length. In Appendix A,
we give details of the derivation of these solutions. Here,
we highlight some of the key steps. Forcing the charge
current in the z direction to be zero dictates that the spin
current in the z direction has the form

j!z ! j"z # ~%EEx $
~%$#

2elsf
!Aez=lsf ! Be!z=lsf "; !9"

where the constants A and B are determined in Appendix A.
The spin current is given in terms of two effective
conductivities, ~%E and ~%$#. The former essentially gives
the spin current that would result in a bulk material in
response to a field in the x direction in which the transverse
charge current were constrained to be zero. The latter gives
the spin current in response to a spin accumulation,
including the corrections due to the charge current itself
being zero. The effective conductivities are

~%E #
!&% $ "%AMRm2

z"!%AHmy ! %AMRmzmx"
% $ %AMRm2

z

! !!%AHmy ! "%AMRmzmx"; !10"

and

~%$# # % $ %AMRm2
z

! !&% $ "%AMRm2
z"
!
&% $ "%AMRm2

z

% $ %AMRm2
z

"
: !11"

While the effective conductivities appear complicated,
~%E simplifies considerably in certain limits and gives
simple illustrations of the main results of this paper. If
the anisotropic magnetoresistance can be neglected,
~%E ! !& ! !"my%AH, i.e., there is a spin current whenever
the magnetization has a component along the y direction,
Qiz "mimy. Thus, by tilting the magnetization out of
plane, it is possible to get an out-of-plane component of
the spins flowing into the other layer, something not
achievable with the spin Hall effect in nonmagnetic
materials. This feature is illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The factor
of !& ! !" arises from two contributions; the term propor-
tional to ! is directly from the polarized current accom-
panying the anomalous Hall current. The term proportional
to & comes from the polarization of the counterflow current
that cancels the anomalous Hall current.
When the anomalous Hall effect can be neglected,

~%E ! !" ! &"mxmz%AMR
%

%$%AMRm2
z
. This expression is more

complicated than that for the anomalous Hall effect above
because the anisotropic magnetoresistance affects the
conductivity in the z direction, as captured by the last
factor in this expression. As with the previous case, an out-
of-plane component of the magnetization gives an out-of-
plane component to the spin current, Qiz "mimxmz. As
with the previous case, the factor of !" ! &" appears from

m
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic geometry for spin-Hall-effect-induced
spin-transfer torques. In this geometry, the dampinglike torque is
with respect to the y axis, i.e., m ! !ŷ !m" (with a smaller
fieldlike torque). (b) Schematic geometry for anomalous-Hall-
effect-induced spin-transfer torques. In this case, the dampinglike
torque is with respect to the fixed-layer magnetization direction
p, i.e., m ! !p !m" (with a smaller fieldlike torque).
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different potentials and will be deflected in different
amounts. Therefore, part of the polarization ! of the
anomalous Hall current comes from the energy dependence
of the underlying spin Hall effect. Similarly, ", the spin
polarization of the anisotropic magnetoresistance, is deter-
mined by the change in the spin-dependent scattering and
as such gives no expectation to its value.
We are interested in the geometry, illustrated in Fig. 1(b),

in which two ferromagnetic films are separated from each
other by a thin nonmagnetic layer that allows the magne-
tizations of the two layers to be oriented independently of
each other. We assume that the interface normals lie in the z
direction and the electric field is applied in the x direction.
We ignore charge and spin currents that flow in the y
direction because they do not couple to anything. In
general, an electric field in the x direction would give rise
to charge-current flow in the z direction, but the thin-film
geometry treated here prevents that. Except for the applied
electric potential eExx, only the z components of !#̄ and
!$# are nonzero, i.e., !!#̄=e" # Exex $ !!z#̄=e"ez and
!!$#=e" # !!z$#=e"ez. The electric field adjusts itself so
that no electric current flows in the z direction.
In a particular ferromagnetic layer, we can solve Eqs. (6)

and (7) together with the diffusion equation [63],
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where lsf is the spin-flip diffusion length. In Appendix A,
we give details of the derivation of these solutions. Here,
we highlight some of the key steps. Forcing the charge
current in the z direction to be zero dictates that the spin
current in the z direction has the form

j!z ! j"z # ~%EEx $
~%$#

2elsf
!Aez=lsf ! Be!z=lsf "; !9"

where the constants A and B are determined in Appendix A.
The spin current is given in terms of two effective
conductivities, ~%E and ~%$#. The former essentially gives
the spin current that would result in a bulk material in
response to a field in the x direction in which the transverse
charge current were constrained to be zero. The latter gives
the spin current in response to a spin accumulation,
including the corrections due to the charge current itself
being zero. The effective conductivities are

~%E #
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While the effective conductivities appear complicated,
~%E simplifies considerably in certain limits and gives
simple illustrations of the main results of this paper. If
the anisotropic magnetoresistance can be neglected,
~%E ! !& ! !"my%AH, i.e., there is a spin current whenever
the magnetization has a component along the y direction,
Qiz "mimy. Thus, by tilting the magnetization out of
plane, it is possible to get an out-of-plane component of
the spins flowing into the other layer, something not
achievable with the spin Hall effect in nonmagnetic
materials. This feature is illustrated in Fig. 1(b). The factor
of !& ! !" arises from two contributions; the term propor-
tional to ! is directly from the polarized current accom-
panying the anomalous Hall current. The term proportional
to & comes from the polarization of the counterflow current
that cancels the anomalous Hall current.
When the anomalous Hall effect can be neglected,

~%E ! !" ! &"mxmz%AMR
%

%$%AMRm2
z
. This expression is more

complicated than that for the anomalous Hall effect above
because the anisotropic magnetoresistance affects the
conductivity in the z direction, as captured by the last
factor in this expression. As with the previous case, an out-
of-plane component of the magnetization gives an out-of-
plane component to the spin current, Qiz "mimxmz. As
with the previous case, the factor of !" ! &" appears from
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic geometry for spin-Hall-effect-induced
spin-transfer torques. In this geometry, the dampinglike torque is
with respect to the y axis, i.e., m ! !ŷ !m" (with a smaller
fieldlike torque). (b) Schematic geometry for anomalous-Hall-
effect-induced spin-transfer torques. In this case, the dampinglike
torque is with respect to the fixed-layer magnetization direction
p, i.e., m ! !p !m" (with a smaller fieldlike torque).
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Polarization  Flow direction⊗
Q =

−ℏ
2e

ξσSHE( ̂z × E) ⊗ ̂z

Spin Hall effect in non-magnetic metals

Polarization and flow direction set by geometry

Spin Orbit Interaction in magnetic metals Anomalous Hall Effect

Planar Hall Effect
Flow perpendicular to m and E

Flow parallel to m

Figures from  T. Taniguchi et al., PR Applied 3, 044001 (2015) Polarization and flow direction set by magnetization!

Spin Hall Effect
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*

*Symmetry of anti-damping torque under field reversal with fixed current direction

polarization direction is along ŷ and would result in the
d!H=dIdc angular symmetry of !m̂ · ŷ". This is incon-
sistent with our observation. Spin currents produced by
AHE have a polarization following m̂ as well, however the
flow direction follows m̂ ! x̂. When magnetization lies in
the xz plane as studied here, there is no flow of spin current
in the ẑ direction towards CFB [17].
The angular dependence of the observed torques is

consistent with the absorption of angular momentum in
the CFB layer from a spin current produced in the CoNi
layer. In Ref. [21], a similar torque was observed in a single
ferromagnet paired with a spin sink. When comparing the
torque on the CoNi layer in this work to Ref. [21], the sign
is consist with a larger spin current flow from CoNi in the
direction of the Au layer. While there is a Pt layer on the
other interface, its resistivity is high due to the thin nature
of the layer [40] and therefore its spin orbit generated spin

current is negligible in our study. When considering the
CFB layer, the symmetry of the torque matches what would
be expected if the layer was receiving a transfer of angular
momentum from the CoNi layer, in that its linewidth
decreases as the CoNi linewidth increases. While CFB is
known to have AMR, the CoNi system has a significantly
higher AMR [22] than CFB [28] (see the Supplemental
Material [29], Note 1). Further, the resistivity of CFB is
higher, resulting is less charge current passing through this
layer. As such, the CoNi layer is expected to be the main
source of planar Hall driven torques.
We next estimate the strength of the observed effect.

Here we aim to determine the relative efficiency described
by a dimensionless coefficient !FM, similar to a spin Hall
angle. We define !FM to represent the CoNi PHE con-
version efficiency from charge current to the respective
damping-like torque on the CoNi and CFB FM layers.
Here, interface transparency and the spin diffusion length in
the Au layer are not directly taken into account, but are
contained inside our effective efficiency parameter !.
Assuming a collinear geometry and to the leading order,
we would expect the spin current to alter the resonance
linewidth linearly [38,41] for each layer with a slope (see
Supplemental Material [29], Note 6):

d!H
dIdc

# !
e

!FM
MstFM

cos " sin "
wttot

!1"

where Ms is the saturation magnetization, tFM is the
particular layer FM thickness, ttot is the total stack
thickness, and w the bridge width. Taking Ms to be
800 emu=cm3 for both layers and using the amplitude of
d!H=dIdc vs " from the fits in Fig. 3, we calculate the
efficiency of the torque on the CFB layer !CFB to be 0.05
from the direct spin current injection by CoNi. A torque on
the CoNi layer is seen with !CoNi # 0.09, related to
asymmetric spin transport across interfaces as demonstrated

FIG. 3. Angular dependence of d!H=dIdc for the CFB (top)
and CoNi (bottom) layers with a fit to the expected angular
dependence (dotted line).

FIG. 2. (a) ST-FMR signal at " # 330 degrees for three different dc bias. Resonance linewidth for each layer as a function of dc bias at
(b) " # 330 degrees and (c) " # 205 degrees.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 124, 197204 (2020)
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•Spin torque switching in perpendicular MTJ nanopillars
-Charge-to-spin conversion efficiency can be 0.23 for switching!

•Spin orbit torques with planar Hall effect symmetry have been 
observed in CoNi multilayers

-Charge-to-spin conversion efficiency (~0.05) is on par with the Spin 
Hall effect in Pt. 
-The spin polarization can be partially out-of-plane, making the PHE 
a candidate for deterministic switching of perpendicularly 
magnetized MTJs

Summary

https://www.spintalks.org/talks/safranski PRL 124, 197204 (2020)
L. Rehm et al., APL 115, 182404 (2019)
L. Rehm et al., PR Appl. 15, 034088 (2021) 
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with an effective field H
!

eff comprising the ex-
change field (m0HE = 47.05 T), the anisotropy field
(m0HA = 0.82 T), the externally applied field (H),
and the microwave field !H

!

m " #Hocos#2pft$;
Hosin#2pft % q$; 0$&, where the polarization is
determined by changing the phase factor q
from 0 to 2p, and i = 1, 2 labels the two sub-
lattices. We used the following parameter
values for the calculation: g " ge , saturation
magnetization Ms = 47.7 kA/m, and a = 0.001,
in agreement with previously reported values
(24, 25). The theoretical results are displayed
in Fig. 1, together with the measured spectro-
scopic antiferromagnetic resonance (AFMR)
absorptions; the experimental data are rep-
resented by solid symbols corresponding to
three different samples studied at four avail-
able frequencies (horizontal orange arrows).
Figure S1 shows the corresponding spectra.
The upper left inset to Fig. 1 shows the electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum ob-
tained at frequency f = 395 GHz (red curve)
for the magnetic field range corresponding to
the HFM resonance (blue triangle at m0H "
4:70 T). The EPR signal is markedly distorted
by saturation of the probe, owing to the large
thickness of the MnF2 single crystal used in
these experiments, but still allows us to deter-
mine the location of the resonances spectro-
scopically (26). The results agree well with the
theoretical calculations and are in excellent
agreement with previously published AFMR
data (25, 27) and theoretical analyses (1, 22)
reported for MnF2.

Coherent spin pumping and the inverse spin
Hall effect in MnF2/Pt

Coherent spin pumping (28–31) has been central
to the advance of ferromagnetic-based spin-
tronics; it serves as a tool to generate spin
currents dynamically, avoiding, for example,
conductance mismatch issues at the interface
between magnetic and nonmagnetic mate-
rials. In the realm of AF-based spintronics,
Cheng et al. developed a theoretical frame-
work to understand dynamical spin injection
from an AFmaterial undergoing coherent pre-
cession (AFMR) into an adjacent nonmagnetic
material (19) [see also (32)]. Contrary to the
conventional wisdom that spin pumping from
antiparallel sublattice spins would cancel out,
Cheng et al. (19) established that coherent res-
onant rotations of different sublattice spins
contribute constructively to the pumped spin
current. A heuristic understanding of AF spin
pumping is that spin currents pumped from
the two sublattice magnetization are propor-
tional to M

!

1 'M
!

1

·
and M

!

2 'M
!

2

·
, respectively,

if we view M
!

1 and M
!

2 as two independent
ferromagnets. As illustrated in Fig. 1 (upper
right inset), the two sublattices rotate in the
same angular direction with a 180° phase
difference; thus,M

!

1 !(M
!

2 andM
!

1

·
!(M

!

2

·
.

Consequently, contributions from the two sub-

lattices add up, yielding a total pumped spin
current proportional to L

!
' L

!:
%M

!
'M

!:
. Be-

causeHE "HA inMnF2, we have jL
!
j " jM

!
j, and

M
!
can be approximately expressed in terms of

L
!

as M
!
! H

HE
L
!
' #ẑ ' L

!
$ ( 1

gm0HE
L
!
' L

!:h i
(33),

from which one can tell that L
!
' L

!:
is much

larger thanM
!

'M
!:
. That is to say, it is theNéel

vectorL
!
, rather than the vanishingly small mag-

netizationM
!
, that generates themost essential

part of coherent spin pumping. Furthermore,
it was predicted in (19) that the polarization of
the driving ac field determines the direction of
the pumped spin current. Dynamical modes
with opposite chirality coexist in a colinear AF
system at zero field and can be selectively ex-
cited by an ac field with matching polariza-
tion. In other words, spins are pumped with
opposite polarizations depending on whether
the right- or left-handed mode is excited (by a
right- or left-handed circularly polarized stim-
ulus). A magnetic field breaks the degeneracy
between the opposite chirality modes. Conse-
quently, only the correct combination of the
irradiation frequency and handedness excites
a particular AF mode. Therefore, depending
on the handedness of the circular polarization
and the frequency of irradiation at a given
magnetic field, opposite spin currents would

be generated in the adjacent nonmagnetic
material and transform into opposite ISHE
electric signals.
In the following text, we discuss the mea-

surements of the electrical signals observed by
sweeping the magnetic field while irradiating
MnF2/Pt samples with circularly polarized sub-
terahertz microwaves of frequency f. The mea-
sured ISHE spectra in samples 3 and 2 are
shown in Fig. 2, A and B ( f = 395 GHz), and
Fig. 2, C and D ( f = 240 GHz), respectively.
Figure S2 shows the power dependence data
for f = 395 GHz. For f = 240 GHz, clear volt-
age signals were observed associated with the
spectra for the LFM, the SF mode, and the
QFM. All signals reversed sign when the ap-
plied magnetic field reversed direction, which
is consistent with the time-reversal symmetry.
However, the signal magnitudes differed for
opposite handedness of themicrowave stimuli,
suggesting that chiral AF modes were selec-
tively excited according to the circular polar-
ization. This contrasting magnitude becomes
more pronounced in Fig. 2, C and D, where
the LFM appears only at a positive (negative)
field #m0jHj " 0:80T$ for the left-handed (right-
handed) irradiation. This is indeed the ex-
pected behavior of a circularly polarized AF
mode in the presence of an external magnetic
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Fig. 1. Antiferromagnetic resonance of MnF2. Positions of the EPR spectroscopy resonances of MnF2.
The solid curves are the computed resonance frequencies associated with the low- and high-frequency AF
modes (upper right inset), the SF transition (at m0HSFe9:4 T), and the QFM at high fields. We use the
fitting parameters m0HA " 0:82 T and m0HE " 47:05 T in Eq. 1. The different colors correspond to different
orientations of the applied magnetic field with respect to the easy anisotropy axis of MnF2 for each
sample. The black curve represents the expected behavior with the field parallel to the easy axis. (Upper left
inset) AFMR spectrum (red) and ISHE response (black) in the adjacent platinum layer corresponding to the
high-frequency mode resonance at 395 GHz for sample 3 (blue triangle at m0H " 4:7 T).
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